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The diagram at the left is designed as an aid to the installer in connecting a 
Garmin Zumo 550 to a Gold Wing GL1800.  This diagram assumes that the 
Zumo is being installed with CellSet MC/GPS3 (part number 95441), and that 
no other audio devices (e.g. iPod, Sirius, etc.) are being connected.  If you 
have additional parts other than those shown this diagram will not suffice.  
Consult the directions for the components you have, and contact Kennedy 
Technology Group, 316-776-1111, or kennedy@cellset.com if you need further 
specific assistance.

Notes on Locating Connectors on the GL1800
The three connections to the bike (Intercom, Aux, and Power) are accessed by 
removing the left fairing pocket of the motorcycle.  This pocket is held in by four 
nylon fasteners.  For 2006+ bikes, you must remove the trim strip that runs 
along the left side of the pocket to expose two of the fasteners.  This isn’t 
necessary on 2001-2005 bikes.

To remove the fasteners, poke the center portion in with a pair of needle nose 
pliers, then grasp the outer ring with the pliers and lift the fastener out. When 
all four fasteners are out, lift the pocket out of the opening.

If the pocket has a cigarette socket or Aux Audio pigtail installed, follow those 
leads to their respective sockets and disconnect them.  Make note of the 
locations of those plugs on the bike, because those are two of the connections 
you’ll use to install this interface.

If you don’t have the cigarette socket or aux pigtail installed, then you’ll need to 
locate the aux audio and power socket in the area under the pocket.  The two 
connections will be found together, generally with a black vinyl sleeve 
surrounding both of them.  The aux audio is a 3-pin white flat connector, and 
the power is a dark red connector with 2 wires leading to it.

The intercom connection location varies depending on the model year of the 
motorcycle.  On all years, however, you can follow the cable from the rider’s 5-
pin headset lead to locate the red plug at the end of that lead.  On 2001-2002 
bikes the connection will be near the power & aux audio and easy to reach.  
2003-2005 models usually have the connection down below and to the right 
within the pocket opening, and it may be necessary to remove the Headlight 
Adjust panel (the panel directly below the fairing pocket) to find the intercom 
plug.  On 2006 and later bikes, the connection is usually found beneath the air 
intake on the right hand side of the area beneath the pocket.  In any event, you 
should not have to remove anything other than the pocket itself and perhaps 
the headlight adjustment panel to locate the dark red intercom connector. 
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